
Quality where it counts
Unparalleled performance, fi nish and sustainability credentials 
make Accoya® the ideal material for windows and doors.

› Fewer call backs
Accoya’s stability means easier installation and less snagging saving
you time, money and leaving you more time to grow your business

› More effi cient handling and processing
Accoya is lighter weight than hardwood and comes in fi xed width sections
based on common joinery sizes. Faster processing and less waste

› Excellent machinability
Accoya’s consistency and low level of grain raising makes it easy
to work with and smoother to install and coat

› Ideal for coating
Accoya allows you to offer a wide choice of coatings for different looks
as well as enhanced performance

› Sustainably sourced
Offer your customers the truly sustainable choice with a timber that’s
plantation grown, non toxic and provides signifi cantly better U-Values
than hardwood

Exceptional quality wooden

WINDOWS 
& DOORS 

Distributed by



A sustainable

revolution
Accoya high performance windows and doors out-perform 
traditional hard woods and in many cases, PVC and aluminium.

Available sizes
Available sizes shown below are set in millimetres (mm).  

Performance in every measure
For comparative wood species performance test data please see Accoya 
performance testing summary available on our website: www.accoya.com

Performance
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Finish

Sustainability

*Please see essential coatings guide for further information.

Copyright © Accsys Technologies 2023, Accsys Technologies is a trading name of Titan Wood 
Limited. Accoya® and the Trimarque Device are registered trademarks owned by Titan Wood 
Limited and may not be used or reproduced without written permission. EP3702993, EP9706379, 
EP0680810, EP1718442, EP09706379, EP13704063, EP13734851, EP14169338, EP14177290, 
EP14175220 together with corresponding patents in many other countries.

Accsys run an Approved Manufacturer 
Training Programme and we would 
encourage all manufacturers planning 
to use Accoya to contact their distributor 
or Accsys directly to arrange for this 
training programme. For architects please 
contact Accsys if you would like RIBA 
certifi ed architects CPD presentation.

Key benefi t Sapele Oak Meranti Iroko Redwood

Lifespan

Warranty N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A

Coatings 
performance*

Thermally 
insulating

Maintenance 
intervals

Accoya

**See finger Joint 
leaflet for actual FJ 
dimensions.

*  limited availability in 
A1 and A2 grades only 

Thickness Widths Grades
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38

50
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100

A1, A2, B

A1, A2, B

A1, A2, B

A1, FJ/A1**, A2 

A1, FJ/A1**, A2, B 

A1, FJ/A1**, A2 

A1, A2

*

*

*

Other dimensions may be available upon request
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Beautifully natural wooden

decking 

The seamless choice
Accoya® decking carries a 25 year warranty – a clear demonstration 
of its exceptional stability and durability in all climates.

› Highly stable
Allowing you to achieve a quality fi nish with hidden fi xings,
minimal gaps and boards which remain fl at

› Highly durable
Ensuring satisfaction for years to come

› Excellent workability
Accoya’s consistency makes it easy to work with and smooth to install

› Sustainably sourced
Accoya is a truly sustainable choice from origin to use

› Barefoot friendly
Non toxic and cool in hot weather, Accoya is friendly for people
and pets, as well as the environment

Beautifully natural wooden

decking 

Distributed by



EXCELLENT 
MACHINABILITY

HIGHLY
STABLE

25 YEAR
WARRANTY

HIGHLY
DURABLE

LOW CO₂
EMISSIONS

SUSTAINABLY 
SOURCED

NON TOXIC

LOW 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT

NATURAL 
WOOD

BAREFOOT
FRIENDLY

Available sizes
Available sizes shown below are set in millimetres (mm).  

Performance in every measure
For comparative wood species performance test data please see Accoya 
performance testing summary available on our website: www.accoya.com

*All decking will require cleaning at least once a year.

A sustainable

revolution
Accoya out-performs traditional hard woods but has 
the natural, real wood beauty to out-shine plastic composites.

Performance

Sustainability

Finish

Copyright © Accsys Technologies 2023, Accsys Technologies is a trading name of Titan Wood 
Limited. Accoya® and the Trimarque Device are registered trademarks owned by Titan Wood 
Limited and may not be used or reproduced without written permission. EP3702993, EP9706379, 
EP0680810, EP1718442, EP09706379, EP13704063, EP13734851, EP14169338, EP14177290, 
EP14175220 together with corresponding patents in many other countries.

Accsys run an Approved Manufacturer 
Training Programme and we would 
encourage all manufacturers planning 
to use Accoya to contact their distributor 
or Accsys directly to arrange for this 
training programme. For architects please 
contact Accsys if you would like RIBA 
certifi ed architects CPD presentation.

Key benefi t Plastic
comps’ IPE Massar-

anduba
Treated 
softwood

Yellow 
Balau

Lifespan Variable

Warranty N/A N/A N/A N/A

Maintenance 
intervals*

Cupping

Accoya

Thickness Widths Grades

100 125 150 200

25

32

38

50

63

A1, A2, B

A1, A2, B

A1, A2, B

A1, A2, B 

A1, A2 

Other dimensions may be available upon request
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Highly versatile wooden 

cladding 

Unparalleled creative potential
Accoya® sets the benchmark in wood for performance, fi nish and sustainability, 
giving architects and manufacturers new design freedom for wooden cladding.

› Wide boards available
Giving your customers the design flexibility they desire.

› Maintains original form and shape
Thanks to Accoya’s stability, you’ll spend less time achieving a quality
finish and encountering problems at installation and in service.

› Appearance options
The Accoya surface is particularly suited to a wide range of texturing options
through sawing, brushing and charring. Or a combination. It’s stability
means black coatings are achievable with Accoya.

› Opportunities for adding value
You can offer your clients a wide choice of coatings for different
looks and enhanced performance.

› Sustainably sourced
Offer your clients the truly sustainable choice they need to meet
global environmental challenges.

Distributed by



A sustainable

revolution
Accoya brings new levels of performance and design fl exibility 
to what can be achieved with wooden cladding.

Performance

50 YEAR
WARRANTY

Finish

IDEAL FOR 
COATING

BESPOKE 
OPTIONS

WIDE BOARDS
AVAILABLE

LOW CO₂
EMISSIONS

SUSTAINABLY 
SOURCED

100% 
RECYCLABLE

LOW 
ENVIRONMENTAL 
IMPACT

Sustainability

Available sizes
Available sizes shown below are set in millimetres (mm).  

Performance in every measure
For comparative wood species performance test data please see Accoya 
performance testing summary available on our website: www.accoya.com

*VG = Vertical Grain

Copyright © Accsys Technologies 2023, Accsys Technologies is a trading name of Titan Wood 
Limited. Accoya® and the Trimarque Device are registered trademarks owned by Titan Wood 
Limited and may not be used or reproduced without written permission. EP3702993, EP9706379, 
EP0680810, EP1718442, EP09706379, EP13704063, EP13734851, EP14169338, EP14177290, 
EP14175220 together with corresponding patents in many other countries.

Accsys run an Approved Manufacturer 
Training Programme and we would 
encourage all manufacturers planning 
to use Accoya to contact their distributor 
or Accsys directly to arrange for this 
training programme. For architects please 
contact Accsys if you would like RIBA 
certifi ed architects CPD presentation.

HIGHLY
STABLE

HIGHLY
DURABLE

Key benefi t Siberian
Larch

Western Red 
Cedar Oak VG* Western 

Red Cedar

Lifespan

Warranty N/A N/A N/A N/A

Coatings 
performance

Stability

Accoya

Ramsay Timber 
Skull House Lane 
Appley Bridge
Wigan
WN6 9DR

Tel: 01257 255701 
sales@ramsaytimber.co.uk

www.ramsaytimber.co.uk
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Thickness Widths Grades

100 125 150 200 250

25

32

38

50

63

75

100

A1, A2, B

A1, A2, B

A1, A2, B

A1, FJ/A1**, A2 

A1, FJ/A1**, A2, B

A1, FJ/A1**, A2 

A1, A2

*

*

*

Other dimensions may be available upon request

**See finger Joint 
leaflet for actual FJ 
dimensions.

*  limited availability in 
A1 and A2 grades only 




